Very heavily indeed

I wonder what's happening

in the jungle today.
GAZELLE PRANCING

Gaily

mf

a very graceful creature,

L.H.

full of the joy of living!

R.H.

Snake Sneaking

All slithery

Sneak...

sneer...

What a sneaky, sneery snake!

Ouch!
TIGER STALKING

With an evil glint in your eye

p (He's a quiet one, isn't he?)
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S'S-ROAR!

ORCHID BLOOMING

Delicately

It is pale blue and very beautiful.

legato

Do not pick it! It should be let alone to blossom.
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With a sense of humor

"Hi! What's new?" "Grumpf!"

(L.H. always an octave lower than written)

"Grumpf!"

"Tug, you're it!"

"Its huge green leaves are shimmering in the sun!"

With strength
Warmly

(Pedal stays down throughout the piece)

So very colorful!

So very peaceful...